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CAREER-EDUCATION: A REPORT*
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As you might. -expecti, -I- _am finding the discs stions and, _-exchanges Of this conference _deeply interesting and profoundly
encoutAging. Actitin learning is -a Compel-Ling- answer to the -ft

Nplight of adolesdent Ailterida,-,-= that. halfway-- Stage
-and emotional=ly, normally confusion _and- uncertainty,
blit- tide -AuCh-Ifertie- in- both .periaotial and: terms-by_-, the-

°-'seeMing- detachment of -the adnIt froM -the' = concerns- -6f. -the-detachment

young. To -find' the_ source the', -alienation. that is _turning._ _

young people =away-: = f=rom the.-establishment :away- from-der *di
we 'need: -look no lurther-than_the bright, beied-,-eotleIlyc

= _dented, jobless- teenager- or - young College. graduate, and=-try.-to
.-things as he or she _aeei- cOnference on American 'Yid:nth-

in- thez,_Mid,rBeyetitieti strongly-- -suggests: ;that -you= have grips
_

with the issue, =difficult though- it is. I congratulate. you
c

'I 'am also -plea-se-d betaute action learning=- strongLY
_Pleme'nts the 4dea of -career -ednO-ation. _While- the jentral
-action_ to career-education hag been -fayOrable- lance_ I ,broached;
it at the NASSP._ convention in Houston Jannery :there:-
hare- been dissentere. -Those who oppOse --the idea do so-,

say, -beOsinse they '-ate aPpreheneiVe- at _to. IntWht',IriiWe- -in
-mind tuenand-conseqly To`_isome. I
*Before_ the -Conference:on -Amecen, Tont_National' r-iAss- Sehto

--Washington,
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the Archia Bunker -of education"bet the Death of Intellect

in the West. Just this morning, I understand, I was accused of

dpwngrading all-manner of intellectual pursuits including, of.

\' all thingC-the'fine poetry of Langston Hughes. , Now I must

categorically deny that charge. I haire not only read The Weary

Blues --- I sometimes have,them. In'any case, I would like to-

point out in self-defense that among the job clusters that

haVe been identifiedfor career education development is "one=

encompassing fine arts and humanities, a-cluster that includes

-.poet, novelist, muoician4 and painter. We have no intention

of turning any budding Langston,Hughes into a machinist, but

then neither do- we intend to,deny any machinist an appreciation

of,Langstonliughests 'verse. ,Indeed,=Ve think they should,.appre-

ciate each Other --- and in that mutual understanding begin

tobuile.a new universe of respect'ia. which all talents, all
,

_skills,- and all kinds of intellectual preparation and training

are understood for the important,places they individually

hold- in our complex and interdependent society.; That'is-the heart-,

-bf the career education idea, which some of our critics fail to

see.

rf you askswnat,I had it mind that January day in Houston

when I first spoke of career education, let me assure you that

it was not that the Office of Educhtion, with mynovicehand

at.the tiller, should inmediately undsrtake a rejection of the
,

liberal, humanistic tradition of education in favor of a strictly

-pragmatic; utilitarian approach focused entirely on employment

and income. But what I was thinking of, and what ftried to



express, was)my-concern --- my fright, really --- at the con-

tinuing failure of the schoold to serve fully a third of the
0

young people attending them. I was concerned --- as, those of

you who have initiated action learning are obviously concerned

--- with the swelling numbers df young American boys and girls
43

listlessly, apparently helplessly, entering their, names on the

rolls of the unemployed, not hecause they lack talent, but

because the schools have not,. given thwa decent or fair prepa-

- ration for the hard, competitive "business of life --- including,

of course, adequate job skills, but certainly not limited to that

area. The apathy and alienation of many of our young people are

too profound and too pervasive to be said to be a matter of

unpreparedness alone. We have on our hands an

entire generation of boys and girls. who are rapidly becoming

men and women --- and who fail to understand what they are to

do when the transition eo rlulthood is complete. Inculcating

that understanding is what career education is all about- And

Langston Hughes, I assure you, is included.

Apart from the general notion that revolves around pre-

paredness --for work, for leisure, for the manifold opportunities

open to each of us, in truth, human fulfillment intellectually

and occupationallY.*--- we have conscientiously avoided trying

to lay down a precise definition for career education. Nat-

urally enough, some have rushed forward to fill that vacuum.

7/
Academicians tave tended to scoff --- politely, of course - --

at career education as a "knee-jerk reaction",to the tightening

up of the employment market, particularly for young people.
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Jobs get scarceCtherefore, the Federal Government decides

that education in all its diverse parts should become a giant

vocational training scheme. Of course, they are wrong.

And too often, .I think, the vocational educators themselvep

have seized the idea in a very narrow sense, believing that

their day has come and that, indeed, career education does mean

that all ecucation will become vocational in nature, or some;

thing very like it. They too are wrong and I quickly add that

the Most thoughtful vocational education leaders agree'that vo-

cational education is an important part of career education,

but only a part. Walter Reuther once said, "Vocational educe-
.

tion must abandon the traditional"' concept of job training and

must take on the responsibility of preparing. youths --- boys

and girls alike --- for Maximum-adaptability in an economy-id

which'job and skill demands will continue throughout their

lives.to be in rapid evolution." Yet the tendency among both

academic and vocational, educators has been to do precisely the

opposite --- not to modify their traditional conceptions of

educational practice in the light of swiftly changing needs

and expectations,but to clutch them in -a defensive reaction,

perpetuating the divorcement between things occupational and

things intellectual.

If there is a central message in our conception of career

education, it is to cry out against this absurd partitioning

of the house of education, this separation,of subjact from

subject, of class from class, this falde and destructive

distinction between the liberal academic tradition on the one
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hand and the utilitarian-vocational tradition on the other. Our

search for reform and for elevation of the world of work must

not be translated into a know-nothing, indiscriminate anti-

intellectualism. Hitch of what has been carefully reasoned and

properly taught since ancient Creece and before must be pre-

served. But much must be constantly re-examined for its useful-

ness in equipping well-developed people.

Alfred North Whitehead, an educational leader of this cen-
,

tury with unimpeachable classical credentials, had this to say:

"The antithesis between a technical and a liberal education is

fallacious. There can be no adequate technical education which

is not liberal, and no liberal education which is not technical:

that is, no educationwhich does not impart both technique and

intellectual vision. In simpler language, education should turn

out the pupil with something he knows well and- something he can

do well."

And James Conant. distinguished chemist and teacher, presi-

dent of Harvard, amba4ador, and truly a man of many seasons,

wrote in 1961 in his book; Slums and Suburbs:. "I must record an

educational heresy, or rather support a proposition that many

will accept as self-evident-, but that some professors of the

I. liberal arts will denounce as dangerously heretical. I submit

that in a heavily'urbanized and industrialized free society the

educational experiences of youth should fit his subsequent employ-4
,

ment. There should be a smooth transition from full-time school-

ing to a ful3-time] ob,4Whether that transition be after grade 10

or after graduation from school, college, orouniversity."

,Both Whitehead and Conant recognized that education,

divorced from its proper ends and uses, must wither into ir-
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relevancy --- not only as a discipline and a profession,-not

only as ar. instrument for occupational training, but also and
,

most critically as the essential source of democratic life.

Education that is class-conscious, separating collars by color,

cannot be a scurce of equality but of divisiveness, inevitably

weakening and blurring the mutual respect and understanding

upon which American society is intended to stand.

.Career education, then, in the broadest, most philosophical

sense, is really a change of mind and a change-of heart. It is

a humbling exercise, for it must inevitably extract from us

the admission that we have sought to serve the institution of

education with greater zeal than the young people themselves,

that we were more anxious to preserve the status quo than to

seek the necessary measure of change,' and above all that we

were guilty of professional snobbery in dividing our children .

and our curriculums according to abstract and convenient concepts

rather than mixing and combining the elements --,.. those who

learn and that which is learned. --- according to apparent need. '

I asked you two years ago to set aside the-general curriculum

in our high schools, and to-erase the snobbish distinction be-
4

tween the" vocational learner and the college preparatory,

learner. Nothing has happened in these two years to change my

vinws.-

I am particularly. happy that the Office of Education has
.

been of some assistance in the sponsorship of this'conference

because I believe that the action learning concept is a product

of precisely the kind of frank self-evaluation that career
(

education demands. As Bob Havighurst, Dick Gnaham-, and Donald



Eberly hive pointed out, "The existing combination of secondary

schools,- community colleges, job opportunities, military service,

and earl] marriage has failed to meet"the needs of several

million young people." And they add, "The indications are that

it will do less well in the future-and-that some basic changes
-f

are needed in American secondary education.",

Action learning and career education bqth have particular

application to the ,high school, which is, by all accounts, a

'troubled institution and the most likely arena of educational

change for the balance of this 'decade.' While there is dissatis-

faction, frustration and a readiness for change throughout all

of education, the opportunities for reform are especially timely

in high school. Here for many young men and women childhood

ends.and adulthood begins, including parenthood, the ballot;

and the responsibilities of a job. As students, their-role in

a traditional setting, as Jim Coleman says, is a passive one,

"always in preparation for action,'but never acting." Consider-

ing that by early 1972 unemployment among Americans 16 to 20

years of-age totaled 1,350,000, we need to ask serious questions

as to just how suitable their preparation for action is.

Consistent with the thrust f this meeting, a panel of

distinguished scholars and educational practitioners are at work

under the sponsorship of the Otfice of Education, with John

Henry Martin as chairman, to the problems involved in

adolescent education and to produce policy recommendations in

much the same manner as the Newman study group analyzed'and

recommended in the area of higher education. I 'believe that

Dr. Martin's panel will have an impaction secondary education
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comparable to that stimulated by the Newman study in our colleges-

and universities. As work goes forward on preparation of

the rep?rt, which is due.sometime in the spring, I-am happy te--

note that occupational training and preparation has surfaced-_

among the committee's most critical concerns.

In any case, I anticipate that the Education DiviSion of
0 a`

'HEW --- compriied of OE and the National Institute of Education

--- will be-deeply involved- in the-further-development and

'implementation of action learning because it represents a-

a

healthy trend toward reality it teaching and learning. Action

learning parallels in this sense other activities of,the

Federal Government such as the Career Opportunities Pro-

sram which offers a career to people -who have never had one.

This year more than 8,000 men and women are working part-

time in neighborhood schools as classroom- or library aides as

part of their training under COP'. All come from lowincome

ci- rcumstances and work with disadvantaged children they

know and understand. Many are Vietnam veterans who might

otherwise have landed on the streets. While working as aides,.
Si

all participants are enrolled in teacher-preparation or re-

lated programs in local colleges and universities. .Many

undoubtedly earn a de.zree, become certified teachers,._

and enter a professional world which otherwise would very like-

ly have been closed to them.

I see action ieirning eventually producing the same kind of

entree into a work situation in education perhaps or in

other areas of the public and private sectors - -- to guide

the young man or woman toward'a !worthwhile and fulfilling pro-
f

-r



fessional career. If our children need anything today, they

need objectives, some'oilacet0 go, something to be, a'sense of
o

control ever their destinies --- and anLion learning -;will help

them to form useful goals through the disciplined and reasoned

discharge of small but nevertheless very real responsibilities of

the kind that were once widely available to children in this

-country'but havi virtually disappeared from our prepackaged,1

mechanized, punch-card era.

Turning.for a moment to career eduCation itself, I can-re-,

port to you"that the Office of Education --- and now the National

Institute of Education are deeply and yroduCtively 'engaged

in furthering development of the design components and preparing

---to help the-States and localities install model programs

thrdughout the country. During Fiscal Year 1972", OE supported

. a number of iiltiatiVes,.includingthe use of some $15 million
,

to fund the development of four pilot models. 'When tested and

validated in pilot schools and other training sites, these
,...

.model's will be made available for. pplication in any ways,

.

. /practirioners"see fit. Six cities --- Mesa, Arizona; Los Au-

geles; Jefferson County, Colorado; Atlanta; Pontiac; and

Hackensack., New Jersey were selected to test the school-
.

based model and some 85,000 children in these systems are now

participating in at least some career orientation activities.

Four sites --- PhilAelphia;Charl2stitn, West Virginia; Portland,

Oregon; and Oakland, California --- were-chosen for the employer-

based model. This model offers a new seitingor academic studies

.and 'keys them to-job experiences provided by a consortium of local
s,

2

'employers such as banks, pxinting plauts, travel agencies, labor

union offices, and 'so on. Some 50 high school seniorsc,,in,eaph Pilot

city are enrolled in fitst
11,
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year's prototype. If the experiment shows promise, we will

build on these small numbers.'

A forier Air Force base near Glasgow, Montana is the

pilot site for the third model, the rural-residential.' This

model enables low-income families from Montana and five

neighboring States to train for six to 18 months. Each member
.

of each family learns new skills, whether for better jobs,

more efficient homemaking, or further education. As of Oc-

tober, over 100 laMilies were in training in Glasgow.

Finally, and still in the planning stages, is the fourth

model, a home-community effort that would use.teleyision and

radio programming to encourage unemployed or underemployed

adults to take advantage of local retraining progrAms. The

obligation of America's educators to provide equality of op-

portunity is particularly binding in the case of these millions

who have grown to adulthood and now experience the cruelest-

kind of deprivation because it is --- or has,been --- without

hope. Adult educatiOn at home, on the job, In a community

center or wherever'it is most convenient or effective, is

certainly among our principal priorities for thI balance of

the 1970's.
N

Responsibility for further research and divelopment-of the

Career 'Education models.was transferred in August to the

National Institute of Education, OE's new sister agency

created by'the Education Amendments of 1972. While NIE

.assumed the career education research initiative, OE continued

major efforts to revise curriculum, train teachers, and ex-

tend demonstration projects --- and this activity will be
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carried forward as a liajoro.operational concern of the new

Deputy.Commissioner of Oc.Cupational and Adult Education, also

created by, the '72 Aiendments.

For example, I think it is worthy of mote that during this

pasCyear the staff _of the Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and

Technical Education --= which will be folded/into the new

Occupational Deputyship --- divided the 20.,000-plus career

categories identified by the Department of J,abor into 15

broad career clusters-. A.number of the country's top curricclum

specialists were given contracts to develop instructional

programs for the first five --- constriction, manufacturing,

transportation, public service, and camunications and media.

Pilot testing of these programs is scheduled for the 1973 -74 .

school year.

In the National Center for the Improvement, for Educational

Services --- OE's 'teacher-training center --- nearly $7 million

went into training teachers and other staff in career educa-

tion concepts. Dome 250 vocational teachers and admini-

strators from 56 States and territories received support

for full-time Ph,g. study and, on a broader scale, States and

territories received suppOrt in assessing their teacher-

training needs and in developing study programs for at least

7,000 career education teachers, teacher edUcators, and

administrators.

Nearly 700,000 children in elementary and secondary school

participated im 200 career education demonstration projects

supported with $17 million under the Vocational Education Act.

Another $17 million under the same authority was channeled
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directly to the States which used a significant portion of

thiti money to enable selected schools to initiate career

.education planning and installation.

All in all, I think the record of our activity in 1972 is

'presentable, distinctly encouraging i e.. of its aspects

and', what is most important, readily adaptable to the new

organizational structure of the Education Division of HEW

which will take full effect In 1973. a assure you that as

Assistant Secretary I intend. to use every possible occasion

as I have tonight --- for some gentle proselytizing.

-hough it may sometimes notsseem obvious, we in the Federal

Government clo recognize that education Is basically a State

and local responsibility and that career education, as indeed

any educational reform, will succeed only to the degree that

State and local offtcials,and supporters of the schools accept
Th

its worth and press for its adoption. That is why we have

shunned any hard and fast definitions or limitations as to

what the concept leay ultimately be. We will continue to try

to steer the career education notion, but giving it elbow

room as much as funding.

At times during the'past two years I have wondered

whether our message vas getting through, as more and more

people said, "Tell us exactly what career education is so

we can do it." But, in my judgement, developing such a

constraining definition at this point would be the best way

to kill the whole idea.

This conference --- and related activities taking place

throughout the cbuntry within the broad parameters of the
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career education idea --- reinvigorate my confidence that the

ate definition of career education w4.11 emerge from those

who are to make it work, and, the final shape it assumes may

befar different in San Antonio than,Boston.

The message of career education is coming back to us in

Washington, louder, clearer, bettedefined,'more'prothising

of results. Our resolve is freshened and our commitment is

deepened --- much beyond that maiden speech before the

Secondary School Principalls in Houston two years. ago.


